
THE FIGHT, to make you aware/ to give you a choice: CENSORED.  By those who believe gambling with this
entire planet is NOT, for such small minded people as are YOU!  Or: THEY, “are gods”.

THE PRIMARY SITE listed, www.justtalking3.info/ all linked here. The legal sites
www.trialforlife.info & www.trialoflife.info  Each, Are, the  MOST controversial web sites in America today/
perhaps beyond.   At last count, there were 47 search engine robots dedicated to making certain nobody finds
these sites accidentally.  Or more specifically, you must write in the actual web site name on the address bar/
or use the actual web site name in searching; or you will not find them..  There are no links to keywords as are
consistent with all search engine methods of finding information or a site for you, as you would expect by
simply typing in such a thing as “local news”.  These are blocked, to keep you from your democratic and
human legal right: TO CHOOSE, if we will allow this experiment/ these failures/ this bankruptcy/ the
complete collapse of society and our future as a planet to go on.  OR DETERMINE FOR OURSELVES, if it
must stop.

The sites blocked,  are dedicated to the legal fight of democracy, to decide for ourselves/ to be
informed, and own our decision as WE THE PEOPLE!   The constitutional demand for first amendment
redress of grievances as is the law/ CONSTRUCTS the method of how this is done.  The reality of treason
and terrorism as is consistent with the employees of our government, fighting against the constitution of this
USA (OUR agreement/ our guaranteed right/  our government, by our rule (we the people): demanding,
this is the nation we shall be).  The lawsuits/ the information/ the extreme threats of extermination we
actually do face, in this day today.  The criminal conspiracy to deny first amendment redress of grievances
by the judiciary and every high ranking official.  The complete disregard and disrespect for our democracy by
high ranking officials; proven in court, by their refusal to obey our law.  The foundations of information
extend;  to why we are bankrupt/  who took our money: and what is happening today, to destroy our world.  
More information is on these sites, CENSORED/ which you are not suppose to see; than you can imagine.
Including biblical interpretation: the book of Daniel 12; from the erection of “the great abomination”/ to the
end (the future is gone).  Shall be 1290 days.  There is no greater abomination, than to gamble with this entire
planet and all its life.  To bring fusion here to earth. The Forum provided for you, is spam-ed, by sophisticated
machines; so you can’t use it.  The courtroom is denied to you/ democracy has failed you, because your
officials believe:   “They know what they are doing/ but if even a one in a million chance exists: this fire
sustains itself as fires do.  Then every life on earth is dead”.  That is the price of being wrong, our entire planet
is lost.  What greater abomination could there be?

These sites are highly controversial, and intentionally hidden by “government officials” for a reason;
redress is accountability of our employees to us/ it is our right to intervene and choose for governing ourselves. 
Adding in “Limited capitalism”/ a world court through world law which goes after only the leaders of nations
to bring them to justice; and much more.  It is your job to “email your friends/ etc”; necessary because of
censorship in America.  It is your job, to prove the foundation of democracy itself which is redress of
grievances:   OUR GUARANTEED RIGHT, as a democracy to rule ourselves by the law WE create/
shall not be denied. To, change the direction of our democracy as owners: OURSELVES.   Requires your
participation.  To protect, Our very planet, our future, our lives;   is dependent upon stopping the terrorists
that are literally determined to see us dead.  The evidence is clear:    look, link, search, investigate;  and it will
be proven true.  Without change our world will die, everything is at stake/ and time is running out.  I never say,
“believe me”/ I only say:   believe the truth, BELIEVE the evidence, believe what happens if they are wrong. 
We all die/ and think for yourselves: you owe it to life!.  That truth begins with the simple words: at NIF,
their purpose is to ignite fusion here on earth/ fusion is the same fire as is on the sun.  Their theory is: “not
enough gravity here to sustain that fire here on earth”.  BUT if they are wrong, and it ignites burning
atomic bonds as it does on the sun: then we become just like the sun, the entire planet: “a lake of fire”.  
Our entire atmosphere ejected, in 45 days.   ADDED: They are mutilating every living organism on this
planet:   attempting to cause genetic chaos, just to prove evolution.  Another lie: WHAT “creature without
even a brain”/ can build you?  Answer the question.  Adaption is merely the evidence of “perfect design”. 
And there is MUCH MORE, threats so severe we cannot survive them/ without true, and serious change.

http://justtalking3.info/
http://www.trialforlife.info
http://www.trialoflife.info
http://www.google.com
http://www.justtalking3.info/limited_capitalism.html
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http://www.trialoflife.info/index.html#billion

